
ΘΕΜΑ 2β. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ 

Part 1: Fill each gap in sentences 21-25 with the correct word from the box below (A-F). Use 

each word only once. There is one option you do not need. 

 

How to succeed in a job interview! 

Helen James, a career advisor, has some very useful advice on how to make a good first 

impression when on a job interview. 

21. Before the day of the interview arrives, find some information about the 

company you want to work for. 

22. The night before the interview, don’t stay up late, avoid heavy eating or drinking    and 

don’t sleep ! 

23. A couple of hours before the interview, go a walk to relax and 

concentrate. 

24. Turn a few minutes early! 

25. Oh! And remember to put your smart clothes. Jeans and 

T-shirts are not a choice! 

Good Luck! 

Part 2: Fill each gap in sentences 26-30 with the correct word from the box below (G-L). Use 

each word only once. There is one option you do not need. 

 
26.   the end of the film, the hero saves the life of the girl that he loves. 

27.   you finish all of your homework, you cannot go out for a walk. 

28.   the 19th century, life in Greece was very different. 

29.   Easter day, kids are usually given chocolate Easter eggs as presents! 

30.   you bring me all the ingredients, I’ll make you the cake you asked for. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. up B. on C. for D. of E. out F. in  

G. Once H. Until I. As J. On K. At L. In 



ΘΕΜΑ 3. ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ 

Your teacher has asked you to read the novel ‘Pride and Prejudice’ by Jane Austen and make a 

presentation of the main characters in the novel. Decide which characters you will include in your 

presentation and write a short description of them (about 120-150 words) to be used in the 

presentation. Use the information below. 

 

Pride & Prejudice: Main characters 

Elizabeth Bennet: A clever, witty, and pretty lady of twenty. She is brave, intelligent, cheerful and likes to 
laugh at odd people. Her family's vulgarity often makes her uncomfortable and ashamed. She is not as 
beautiful as her sister Jane, but she has a certain kind of attractiveness. 
Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy: He is very handsome, with a "fine, tall person (figure), with handsome features. He is 
very rich, with "ten thousand a year." He is also "clever". However, everybody in Elizabeth's town soon dislike 
him because he is too proud and cold to be pleasing  
Mr. Charles Bingley: a "good-looking, gentlemanlike" man. He is much friendlier than Mr. Darcy, and very 
cheerful. He makes friends everywhere he goes. He is sweet-tempered and kind.  
Jane Bennet: Elizabeth's elder sister, who eventually marries Mr. Bingley. 
Lydia Bennet: the youngest sister. She runs away with George Wickham, though he has no intention of 
marrying her. She is 15 when the novel begins. 
George Wickham is an officer in the army; he is superficially charming and rapidly forms an attachment with 
Elizabeth Bennet. He elopes with Lydia.  
Caroline Bingley: Mr. Bingley's rich but snobby sister. She tries to break up Elizabeth and Darcy, as she wants 
Mr. Darcy for herself. 
Lady Catherine de Bourgh: Mr. Darcy's rich and snobbish aunt. She tries to stop Darcy marrying Elizabeth. 
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